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From Tamanrasset: The Struggle of Sawaba and the Algerian Connection, 1957–1966

KLAAS VAN WALRAVEN

This article deals with the rebellion of 'Sawaba' against the PPN régime in Niger. Sawaba was a political party that represented a social movement and formed the first autonomous government of Niger during the last years of French suzerainty (1957–1958). For a number of reasons, related to the war in Algeria and the rise of the Fifth Republic, the French assisted in Sawaba's removal from government. Together with the new regime, they proceeded to persecute the Sawaba party, which was driven underground. Sawaba organised a clandestine domestic opposition and made preparations for a violent take-over with the help of friendly countries such as Ghana, Algeria and Mali. Assisted with arms, money and training, its commanders invaded Niger from the south and west in the autumn of 1964. Despite Algerian support before the invasion, the revolt failed and Sawaba was condemned to the political wilderness. This article focuses on the Algerian dimension of the revolt. It discusses the political evolution of Niger from the spring of 1957 to independence in August 1960 and how this connected to developments in Algeria. It then discusses Niger's security situation and how this was hinged to a considerable extent on its relations with its own domestic opposition, the political developments in Algeria and, beyond, those in metropolitan France. Secondlly, it is contended that, during the first half of the 1960s, Niger's state security situation and how this was linked to control over its nomadic population and incursions made by the two countries across their common frontier. Subsequent sections analyse Sawaba's clandestine organisation and the support provided by Algeria, discussing Sawaba's cell in Tamanrasset and its military training further to the north. The conclusion assesses the consequences of the failure of the revolt to the relations between Niger and Algeria.

Introduction

It has often been said that the Sahara, rather than a barrier, has been a conduit for communication between North and sub-Saharan Africa. Thus, it is no coincidence that during the era of decolonisation political developments in two countries on opposite sides of the desert were closely bound up with each other, i.e. Algeria and Niger. This article argues, in this respect, two central points. Firstly, the history of Niger's accession to formal independence (1960) cannot be fully understood without considering political developments in Algeria and, beyond, those in metropolitan France. Secondly, it is contended that, during the first half of the 1960s, Niger's state security hinged to a considerable extent on its relations with its own domestic opposition, the 'Sawaba' party. This party had been outlawed in the late 1950s and received the backing of the Algerian government, thereby complicating Niger's relations with Algiers.

Klaas Van Walraven is a political scientist and member of the Research Staff at the African Studies Centre, Leiden. He has published widely on conflict, resistance and international interventions in Africa and is currently working on a monograph about the Sawaba rebellion in Niger (1958–1965) and its aftermath.
This article outlines the Algerian connection of the struggle of Sawaba, which formed Niger's first autonomous government while still under French rule (March 1957–September 1958). It was evicted from political power nearly two years before the onset of independence. Sawaba’s short-lived rule was characterised by a rather unstable coalition government made up of Sawaba proper and the ‘Bloc Nigerien d’Action’ (BNA). The BNA received its main backing from conservative, ‘neotraditional’ chiefs in the eastern, Hausa-speaking regions of the country. In contrast, Sawaba drew its support from a broad range of social categories, though especially from rural folk who had broken the confines of village life and were staking out a new life in low-status jobs in Niger’s urban areas. These groups resented the power that the chiefs still exerted over rural society. Sawaba’s government, headed by the charismatic, left-leaning nationalist Djibo Bakary, was also confronted with the destructive opposition of the ‘Parti Progressiste Nigerien’ (PPN), whose support came from higher placed ‘évolués’, or western educated public employees, from the Zerma- and Songhay-speaking regions in the west of Niger. By April 1958 the government and PPN were on a collision course. When the PPN tried to break into its power base the government, spurred on by its radical wing and revolutionary nationalist programme, staged a full-scale attack on PPN cadres in the capital Niamey, thereby successfully subduing the party.

Yet, barely one month later, events in Algeria intervened from a distance. In an ultimate attempt to maintain control over the country French colonists and military sympathisers established ‘Comités de salut public’, which came down to an attempted coup d’état, not just in Algeria but also against the government in metropolitan France. Within a fortnight, this led to General De Gaulle assuming full powers in France for a period of seven months, during which he prepared the advent of the Fifth Republic and, in the process, a complete overhaul of the French colonial empire. In order to provide this transformation with the requisite political legitimacy, a referendum was to be organised in September 1958 in which both the French and the peoples in the colonies could express themselves. Since a ‘No’ vote would detract from the legitimacy of the Fifth Republic to be officially inaugurated in January 1959 and, with it, of De Gaulle’s political establishment, France’s metropolitan and colonial bureaucracies were under pressure to achieve a positive outcome at some cost. This was particularly true for Niger, which for a number of reasons was considered of great strategic importance.

As the Sawaba government found it politically impossible to go along with the new constitutional structure, it found itself pitted squarely against the most powerful interests in France. Assisted by the French military in Algeria and the federal authorities of ‘Afrique Occidentale Française’ (AOF) in Dakar, a tough new colonial governor, specially appointed for the purpose, intervened to influence the referendum’s outcome in Niger. In a humiliating move, he emasculated the Sawaba government, in the process disabling its campaign for a ‘No’ vote and manipulating the referendum’s outcome. The French obtained the desired electoral approval, forced Bakary to resign and organised new parliamentary elections, which, under similar circumstances, led to a victory for the PPN in December 1958. The PPN was allowed to form a new government and in a joint effort the French and PPN began to drive Sawaba underground. By the autumn of 1959, the party had been banned and party cadres forced into exile or driven into clandestine existence.

Sawaba then began to organise underground, receiving support for this from countries whose governments shared its outlook: Mali, Ghana – and Algeria’s ‘Front de Libération Nationale’ (FLN). Through this, it was able to organise, besides clandestine opposition at home, a number of cells abroad with which to infiltrate and agitate in Niger. The party opened offices in Bamako, Accra, and Algiers, while cells to collect intelligence and undertake infiltrations were established closer to Niger’s borders in Gao (Mali), Kano (Nigeria) and Tamanrasset (Algeria). Military training took place at camps in Ghana, further afield in communist China and North Vietnam, and in the city of Marna in Algeria. By the autumn of 1964 Sawaba’s leadership launched a full-scale invasion, across Niger’s western and southern borders, from Nigeria, Dahomey (Benin) and Upper Volta (Burkina Faso). Yet, with some exceptions, its attacks failed completely. Sawaba’s ‘commandos’, as they were called, were defeated, rounded up or repulsed. Renewed guerrilla infiltrations continued until the summer of 1966, petering out slowly, with the party’s remaining cadres banned to the political wilderness. At the time, these events were considered a mere footnote. Smothered by the silence of Niger’s regime and its French backers, the history of Sawaba’s rebellion remained untold and was never researched from a scholarly perspective.

In focusing on the Algerian dimension of Sawaba’s rebellion this article discusses, first, the developments in Niger from the spring of 1957 to the accession to independence in 1960 and how this was connected with developments in Algeria. It then discusses Niger’s general security situation, outlining the mutual incursions made by the two countries across the common frontier. Subsequent sections sketch Sawaba’s clandestine organisation and the political and military support that Algeria provided to Sawaba, discussing its cell in Tamanrasset and its training further to the north, in Marna and Algiers. The concluding section will assess the consequences of the failure of Sawaba’s revolt to the relations between Niger and Algeria.

Sawaba and Niger’s Chequered Decolonisation

As a political party, Sawaba agitated for higher wages and better working conditions of urban workers, credit facilities for market people, more rights for trade unions, lower taxes, better prices for groundnut farmers and an end to the abuse of peasants by chiefs in the countryside. The core of its membership consisted of so-called ‘petit people’, rural folk who were exploring the widening horizons of a cautious modernisation that had led them to Niger’s emergent urban communities, though without permanently breaking ties with their rural homes. In carving out a new existence most occupied modern, but fairly low-status urban functions. These people included a broad range of lower placed groups like ‘bellas’ (people of slave origin), petty traders and market workers; all manner of craftsmen; low-level civil servants or petty employees, like mailmen and postal workers, bookkeepers, office boys, domestic servants and orderlies; as well as shop assistants, barmen, bakers, boxers,
and, lower down the social ladder, agricultural labourers like suburban vegetable growers, workers in the construction industry and prostitutes. A special category of Sawaba supporters was formed by transport workers such as porters, bus boys or 'cockerels' (recruiters of clients), bus or lorry drivers and mechanics - people who, like postal workers, were extremely useful in spreading the party message and, when it went eventually underground, for collecting intelligence.

On the other hand, Sawaba also included members from higher social echelons, like teachers (though most of these were in the PPN), agronomists, some rich traders, vets, veterinary workers, and nurses. While the party leadership usually involved people with higher education, it also included some semi-literates who had worked their way up through union agitation. Moreover, it also counted among its following several chiefs (in some western towns) and marabouts, besides peasants, rural teachers and cattle traders. These chiefs, while certainly a minority in the party, also suggest that Sawaba had a broader geographical scope than was often made out, not least because its core of semi-urban small folk could be found throughout the country, in all major and minor urban centres. It was not simply, as has often been argued, a party from the Hausa-speaking east, even if the eastern towns of Zinder and Tessaoua constituted the party's most important strongholds.

Thus, in encompassing this broad range of social categories Sawaba could lay some claim to constituting an emergent social movement, which was aspiring to comprehensive change of Niger's social order. In the political landscape of the late 1950s, it was the only political formation that built on this role, even though the social categories it encompassed did not add up to a numerical majority. The struggle between Sawaba and the PPN was, therefore, more than a power struggle between two political parties fired by the personal ambitions of their leaders. Consequently, the party's discourse was militantly anti-colonial with undertones of Marxist-inspired revolutionary language that catered to the aspirations of semi-urban marginals, in particular targeting the chiefs and, more broadly, attacking colonial rule.

Since Sawaba had formed a coalition with the BNA, made up of high rank chiefs and évolués, this engendered considerable instability. This was also stimulated by the natural tension that developed between Sawaba's leadership and the party faithful, when the former acceded to the responsibilities of government, under the 'Loi Cadre' - a colonial reform bill - in May 1957. At Sawaba's congress that month, party militants vigorously denounced Niger's chiefs, leading to simmering discontent in the BNA. In the midst was Djibo Bakary, who as prime minister tried to balance these divergent tendencies. Although he had wished for some sort of entente with the PPN, this was prevented by BNA leaders and the majority of Sawaba partisans, who in victorious fervour monopolised practically all parliamentary and government posts. Belated concessions by Bakary could not entice the PPN, which, marginalised by Bakary's superior manoeuvring, embarked on a destructive opposition campaign.

By early 1958, relations between Sawaba and the PPN deteriorated sharply. During the entire month of April, clashes took place between party adherents across the country. The PPN tried to break into Sawaba's eastern strongholds, party organs traded insults, meetings were disrupted and people from both sides subjected to abuse from more or less organised armed groups. By the 22nd a first death was reported, further fuelling tempers amidst the scorching April heat. Spurred on by party radicals, the Sawaba government decided to tighten its grip. Armed militiamen began to patrol the streets of Niamey, which had a substantial party presence but was in majority PPN. Bellas employed as manual labourers were given lorries to patrol the city, visiting compounds of PPN officials - some of them high in the party hierarchy - leading to violent clashes, shootings, two deaths and numerous injuries. Sawaba's government was deeply implicated in these events, ministers and partisans alike boasting how they had cowed the opposition. French-led forces, hampered by a lack of intelligence, had the greatest difficulty in regaining command. These events showed that Niger threatened to slip from French control, a development that found its initial logic in the 'Loi Cadre' that set France's African territories on a course of political evolution but had now gone well beyond its limits. Although colonial administrators opposed further devolution, a metropolitan civil servant investigating the April riots pondered on the possibility of some sort of French withdrawal, arguing that France should not remain involved in the maintenance of Niger's law and order.

The Algerian crisis of May 1958, however, changed the entire strategic context, leading to a reassessment of full French control. Niger was not just another French colony. Though extremely poor, it occupied a strategic position between West and North Africa. Its long border with Algeria served as a conduit for arms and funds to the FLN, whose war against France had at least the sympathy of the Sawaba authorities. French officials feared that, once independent, Niger could become a base for FLN operations. In addition, the country had important sub-soil resources, of which the most vital was uranium, the presence of which was confirmed in 1956. Uranium played a crucial role in De Gaulle's strategic designs for a nuclear 'force de frappe', to be tested in the Algerian desert. Niger could also serve as an obstacle to Sanusi Islamic orders, whose expansion southwards from Libya, could disrupt French influence. Finally, Niger could block the influence of its powerful neighbour Nigeria, an obsession of French officials, enhanced by the promise of Nigeria's independence for 1960 and the growing contacts between Sawaba and members of the 'Northern Elements Progressive Union' (NEPU), an opposition party in Northern Nigeria.

Thus, the idea that Niger could slip from French control represented a worst-case scenario for the more resolute political administration coming in with the Fifth Republic. To this group of people it meant that Niger simply had to agree to De Gaulle's new constitutional structures, which tied France and its overseas colonies together in a so-called 'Communauté' that conceded autonomy but stopped well short of independence. However, political opinion among Sawaba's progressive wing had developed to such an extent that nothing else than 'indépendance' was acceptable. The word came out at an international conference of African political parties in Cotonou (Dahomey) in July 1958. Spurred on by Sawaba's revolutionary inspiration, it called for immediate independence with retention of the inter-territorial structures of France's federated colonial possessions in West Africa (AOF), a project dear to Bakary. Even when at the eleventh hour the right to independence was...
Salan's plan was put into action. General Manière went on a reconnaissance mission to Niger and Soudan (Mali). With the approval of the federal authorities in Dakar, the capital, upon Salan's explicit suggestion, to discuss the 'prognoscics' of the referendum and Française. Salan later admitted in his memoirs that his actions went well beyond his intentions.

General de Crèvecoeur was sent to Tamanrasset to confer with General Manière, who had been antagonised by Sawaba's rank and file - was crushed. De Gaulle to the Presidency of the Fifth Republic. It stood for the achievement of a better future for the African majority, prosperity and a degree of political dignity, which many felt had to be wrested from the paternalism ingrained in continued French control. The Cotonou conference had therefore considerably enhanced Bakary's prestige among his followers.

Consequently, Bakary and his party were opposed to France's neo-colonial presence implied in the Communauté and its attempt to retain control of parts of the Sahara, for which a common administration, which would detach Niger's Saharan region, was being established. In a similar vein, Sawaba criticised France's intention to test nuclear weapons in the Algerian part of the Sahara. It made clear that it wished Niger to engage in cordial economic relations with the French, but only after the accession to independence when agreements could be negotiated on a more equal footing. Sawaba issued assurances that Niger would not look for foreign aid elsewhere, unless forced to. While French intelligence showed awareness of how Sawaba would vote in the referendum on the Communauté, the French political establishment refused to take its ideological statements seriously and wishedfully hoped Niger's government would in the end back down. The incoming administration of the Fifth Republic, pressed by time pressure to finalise the constitutional transformation, in effect expected its African territories to accept the new structures lock, stock and barrel, no negotiations on content being possible. While De Gaulle did not expect the Communauté to endure for ever, its essence was to safeguard French influence.

The uncompromising attitude with which the project was pushed through was closely tied to the situation in Algeria. Thus, none other than General Raoul Salan, chief of staff of the French forces in Algeria and metropolitan representative there, suggested the French should 'aider financièrement campagne pour le oui au Niger'. Salan later admitted in his memoirs that his actions went well beyond his prerogatives, since the sub-Saharan territories did not fall under his authority. In the struggle to contain the FLN, however, he regarded it indispensable that 'le Sahara soit complètement français' and 'les pays riverains du sud ... votent "oui"'. The day after the Sawaba government announced its official stance, Salan sent General de Crèvecoeur to Tamanrasset to confer with General Manière, who was ordered by the military authorities in Dakar to go to the southern Algerian town, upon Salan's explicit suggestion, to discuss the 'pronoogiscs' of the referendum in Niger and Soudan (Mali). With the approval of the federal authorities in Dakar, Salan's plan was put into action. General Maniphery went on a reconnaissance mission and reported back to Salan that he thought it possible, in Niger, to 'renverser la situation en faveur du "oui"'. Salan later admitted to having disbursed 'gros moyens' to this end and claimed that this aid had proved crucial to the referendum's outcome. Thus, it was not only direct metropolitan funds that were expended to influence the referendum's outcome in Niger but also funds transferred from, or at least through, the French in Algeria. It has even been suggested that the disbursement of metropolitan credit was commenced only after the French generals had met in Tamanrasset.

With interventions from various levels in the French administration, the referendum in Niger led to a majority vote for 'Yes'. Parliamentary elections, while constitutionally unnecessary, were forced through to expedite Sawaba from government and led to a PPN-dominated territorial assembly that participated in the election of De Gaulle to the Presidency of the Fifth Republic. The Sawaba party - faced with the hostility of the French administration, the PPN and many of Niger's principal chiefs, who had been antagonised by Sawaba's rank and file - was crushed. De Gaulle not only obtained the legitimation of his accession to power that year, marred only by the 'defection' of Guinea, but with Sawaba driven underground he was assured of Niger's subjection to French influence. "Air [would] not go to Moscow".

**Algeria and Niger's Security at Independence**

With Sawaba forced underground, the PPN regime became vulnerable to subversive activities on the part of its rival. Opportunities for this were legion, as Niger's society was fractured along lines of cultural identity, the potentially most problematic being the position of the different nomadic groups in the country, such as Peul, Toumb and Tuareg. Fearful of becoming subject to the country's majority sedentary peoples, many Tuareg leaders had expressed reservations about Niger's independence (1960), which, despite membership of the Communauté, was an inevitable outcome of West Africa's inexorable political evolution. Nomadic groups jealously tried to guard what was left of their autonomy and ways of life, which included such potentially subversive activities as gun-running, smuggling and, especially among eastern Toumb groups, raiding. These problems were compounded by developments in Algeria. It was not long before De Gaulle made his fundamental U-turn and embarked upon the process of handing the country over to the FLN, though not without retaining control of nuclear installations at In Eker, just north of Tamanrasset. The FLN began to expand southwards, testing its influence, not just in Algeria proper but also across the frontier, in Mali and Niger.

It constructed an intelligence network consisting of 'antennas' in the Malian towns of Gao, Kidal, Tessalit and the capital Bamako, and in Niger in both Niamey and Agades. An FLN representative based in Niamey frequently went to Gao to mobilise funds among local Algerians. However, having not won much popularity among the nomads of northern Mali, the FLN, upon Algerian independence in July 1962, began to focus its interference on Niger. The two governments were not each other's natural ally as the PPN had shown little sympathy for the FLN's cause.
While it recognised Algeria's independence rather quickly, this was done primarily because it worried about the possibility of Algerian infiltrations among its nomadic population and the relations Algeria might establish with Sawaba.\textsuperscript{45} Niger's regime feared, in particular, the rise to power of Ferhat Abbas and Ben Bella, as it thought this could lead to concrete assistance being given to its domestic foes.\textsuperscript{57}

From the summer of 1962, the Algerians got bolder, infiltrating as far south as the Tahoua region (300 km south-west of Agades) and contacting the Arabic-speaking population there. Different groups of people were used to undertake these infiltrations. Elements of the 'ALN' (the FLN's army), based in the Hoggar (Ahaggar) mountains in southern Algeria, made propaganda among the Tuareg of Niger, stressing the traditional links between the Tuareg population of Niger's Air region and their northern brethren in the Hoggar.\textsuperscript{48} Algerian traders were also active on behalf of the FLN, spreading propaganda and collecting money inside Niger. Finally, the assistant to the 'Aménokal' (supreme chief) of the Tuareg (Kel Ahaggar) in the Hoggar was arrested by Niger's authorities, accused of inciting 'their' Tuareg to opt for Algerian citizenship.\textsuperscript{59}

The Algerians also encroached by military means. From Tamanrasset, the ALN moved south to establish a border post at In Guezzam, just inside Algeria, which led the Commandant du Cercle of Agades to ask for the establishment of a military post at In Abbangarit, 250 km north-west of Agades. In the end, the Nigériens set up a small station close to Assamaka, south of the border and fifty km from In-Guezzam, to control and tax the incoming caravans and stem the inflow of FLN propagandists that accompanied them.\textsuperscript{50} Yet, the frontier remained highly permeable. On several occasions, small armed detachments of the ALN crossed the border with vehicles, penetrating as far south as In Abbangarit, an area that had traditionally been roamed by Tuareg from the Hoggar (the Kel Ahaggar). In June 1963, one Tuareg chief, of the Kel Tadele tribe, claimed that Algerian soldiers travelling in four Land-Rovers had asked him for information about water points in the Ténéré - the vast desert of sand dunes between Agades and the eastern oasis of Bilma, nearly 500 km south-east of the Algerian frontier!\textsuperscript{51} The purpose of these incursions appeared to be to assert sovereignty over, or at least claim the loyalty of, parts of Niger's population, using the traditional rights of nomads to buttress these claims. In the process, the Algerians made arrests, confiscated vehicles and even ran into Niger army patrols, which did not feel secure enough to force a show-down. The Algerian government also used softer methods to assert its influence, enticing people with food donations or visits from political dignitaries. For example, the Aménokal of the Kel Ahaggar, Bey ag Akhemouk, and vice-president of Algeria's national assembly, visited the population of In Abbangarit and the Air region in June 1963.\textsuperscript{52}

The PPN regime reciprocated these intrusions to a limited extent, engaging in espionage and pursuit of its opponents in Algeria. When Algeria expelled unemployed Nigériens from Tamanrasset, the police commissioner of Agades, together with its Commandant du Cercle and the local PPN secretary, travelled to the Algerian town, officially in order to help in the repatriation of their unemployed countrymen but secretly to collect intelligence on the activities of Sawaba. This was the primary concern of the government in Niamey, rather than the expansionist designs of the Algerian government itself. While the Agades delegation was respectfully welcomed by Tamanrasset's sou-prefet, 'Abdul Aziz', the Algerians were unable to prevent the Nigériens from discovering that the town's authorities were assisting Sawaba's activities (on which more below): the men from Agades cornered a Nigérien living in Tamanrasset, threatened and interrogated him, and obtained extensive details of Sawaba's clandestine operations in both Algeria and Niger. Upon their return to Agades, they duly reported to the minister of the interior.\textsuperscript{55} In addition, information on Sawaba came from the intelligence networks of the French,\textsuperscript{54} who still had many of their nationals working in Niger's administration and maintained military bases there right up to the end of 1964. Moreover, there is a possibility that part of the intelligence came from the continued substantial French presence at the nuclear testing site at In Eker, just north of Tamanrasset.\textsuperscript{55}

**Sawaba Underground: A General Outline**

In the fluid context of Nigéro-Algerian interactions, Sawaba tried to organise and maintain its clandestine operations. Firstly, it tried, under very difficult circumstances, to keep its domestic organisation going. Party cadres met each other regularly, occasionally in minor towns but especially at Maradi, Zinder, Agades and, in particular, the capital where the party structure remained intact.\textsuperscript{56} An important task was the liaison work with the leaders in exile, necessitating regular travel from Zinder, Niamey or other cities, to Gao, Bamako (where Bakary was based for some time), Tamanrasset, and Kano, from where Oussmane Dan Galadima, Sawaba militant and later chief of staff of the guerrillas, organised the party's presence. Bus and lorry drivers loyal to the party, in addition to postal workers, were used for liaison duties.\textsuperscript{57} Secondly, concrete opposition was undertaken through a variety of activities, ranging from symbolic resistance through attempted boycotts of official festivities to the collection of funds for the families of imprisoned activists. Agitation took place through the spreading of rumours, distribution of photographs of Bakary and the dissemination of clandestine tracts.\textsuperscript{58} Finally, the party engaged in tangible subversion, inciting prisoners to rebel against prison conditions, contacting disgruntled members of the military and infiltrating into the PPN. These infiltrations succeeded to an extent, notably among members of the local administration of Maradi.\textsuperscript{59}

However, Nigérien and French officials, many of whom remained in command positions during the early 1960s, tried to make life as difficult as possible for Sawaba's partisans. Leaders were arrested on trumped-up charges, bank accounts seized and cars confiscated. Foreign nationals loyal to Sawaba were expelled, houses searched, and activists placed under house arrest, sentenced and incarcerated, either in civilian prisons or in internment camps in the Sahara, notably at Bilma. On numerous occasions, Sawabists were maltreated or tortured.\textsuperscript{60} As a result, the party was driven further underground, necessitating the avoidance of communication by mail. If the party was to survive, it needed foreign bases, backing and training facilities. Thus, early on Sawaba implemented 'Opération Formation Cadres', which aimed at training people who could take over government machinery once
the party had retaken power. Numerous young men were sent to Eastern Europe to obtain vocational or university education, in addition to trade union and political training. The execution of this plan used networks of sympathisers who provided false identity papers and assisted recruits in leaving Niger. Other Sawabists received them in towns in Mali, Ghana or Nigeria where the party had a presence. In addition, several hundred men were recruited for military training, which took place in Algeria (discussed in the following section), Ghana, China, North Vietnam and, possibly, Poland.

As mentioned above, Sawabists abroad established small stations, or hubs, in a number of cities. Those close to the frontier with Niger were Gao, Kano and Tamanrasset. These functioned for the collection of intelligence, reception and transfer of recruits, the organisation of infiltration missions and, at least in the case of Kano, for the arrangements of banking facilities and strategy meetings. There were also stations in cities further afield, the most important of which were Bamako, Algiers and the Ghanaian capital Accra. These formed important relay points between Sawaba and its Malian, Algerian and Ghanaian hosts, as well as its allies in the Eastern Bloc. They also welcomed recruits and transferred the necessary funds. In addition, the Accra base redirected commandos, upon completion of military training in Algeria, China and North Vietnam, to additional training in Ghana. All in all, at least several hundred people were involved in these operations.

Sawaba and Algeria

Sawaba’s cells in Algeria did not play a direct role in the invasion of Niger that was launched in the autumn of 1964. The Algerian government pursued a double-track policy, on the one hand maintaining diplomatic relations with the PPN regime and on the other hand testing Niger’s resolve by violating the common border and questioning Niger’s sovereignty over part of its northern regions. Assistance to Sawaba fitted well in this context and took different forms.

Contacts between Sawaba and the FLN were established at the highest level. Ousmane Dan Galadima met with Ben Bella at Casablanca airport in 1962, while Bakary met the FLN leader in Ouja, Algeria, in the same year. The key Sawabist in Algeria was Abdoulaye Mamani, the party ideologue based in the capital Algiers. Mamani settled in Algeria probably after the end of 1961. By the spring of 1963 he directed the party’s organ, Sawaba, published in Algiers, maintained contact with the FLN and other foreign backers and negotiated the purchase of arms to be dispatched to Ghana. The role of Sawaba’s cells in Algeria was threefold. Firstly, they acted as antennas, picking up intelligence about the situation in Niger. Secondly, they formed launch pads for infiltration missions. However, although the frontier with Niger was highly permeable, only small-scale infiltrations were possible, aimed at the collection of intelligence or the maintenance of political contacts. Because the terrain was that of the central Sahara, a guerrilla invasion into Niger from Algeria was very difficult, especially for cadres who, raised in the Sahelian zone, were not used to the harsh conditions of the desert. Moreover, since in 1964 the French were still in control of the nuclear testing site at In Eker just north of Tamanrasset, an invasion from Algeria could have been betrayed quickly. The real onslaught on the PPN regime was therefore planned from Niger’s southern and western borders. Thirdly, Sawaba’s Algerian cells functioned as contact points for the reception of recruits and their dispatch to training institutions in the north of Algeria.

Tamanrasset was, therefore, primarily a transit point for intelligence and people. Sawaba’s station there was manned by two men – Louis Bourgès, a half-caste from Agades who had been trained as a mechanic and driver and acted as liaison officer, and Boukari Kuremi alias ‘Kokino’, who was the ‘permanent’, or paid official, of the local party office. Together they led party meetings, which took place at a house rented by Tamanrasset’s deputy mayor, ‘Soulémane’. Kokino and Bourgès liaised with Algerian officials, such as Abdul Aziz, the sous-préfet mentioned above. These relations went much further than Algeria’s ‘benevolent neutrality’, as was thought by French intelligence. Thus, the Tamanrasset authorities themselves sold Sawaba membership cards and provided the Sawaba cell in Tamanrasset with funds. When the Agades authorities visited Tamanrasset on their reconnaissance mission, the latter’s police commissioner, who was the brother of the sous-préfet, gave warning to Bourgès and Kokino, so that they could flee or go into hiding. Moreover, during their infiltrations into Niger Sawaba activists sometimes wore uniforms, presumably of the ALN, while in one instance FLN and Sawaba elements together infiltrated into Tabora, a locality in Niger on the desert track between In Abbagarit and the Algerian frontier post In-Guezzam.

Sawaba’s hub in Tamanrasset linked up with numerous towns in Niger. A key place appears to have been In Gall, an oasis 100 km west of Agades, located on an old desert track connecting Tamanrasset, In-Guezzam and southern Niger. All correspondence between Sawabists in Tamanrasset and Niger came through this place, where it was received by an Arab inhabitant who passed it on. Nigerian intelligence identified at least seven people who were part of the In Gall cell, one of them, a cattle trader called Kollo, being responsible for sending letters to Tamanrasset and receiving money for propaganda among the area’s nomads. But the Tamanrasset network extended much further south: besides In Gall and Agades, intelligence found its way to and from Tamanrasset and Bilma, Teguida, the eastern cities of Zinder, Tessoua, Magaria and Goudoumaria, the central towns of Maradi and Madarounfa, as well as the western town of Dogondoutchi. The Dogondoutchi cell comprised a butcher by the name of Abdou, who together with a ‘dioula’ (itinerant trader) from Tahoua, collected intelligence from all districts in the country, as well as government ministries in Niamey. Abdou travelled personally to Tamanrasset to get in touch with Louis Bourgès. Thus, Tamanrasset was responsible for a vast intelligence network that partly overlapped with the party’s station working from Kano in Northern Nigeria. Letters, photographs, propaganda material and money were carried southwards. In return, information found its way to Tamanrasset and on to Mamani in Algiers, who informed Ousmane Dan Galadima and Djibo Bakary. Local party activists also travelled in person to Tamanrasset to receive instructions, furnish the Algerian station with information or transmit messages for the party leadership. Traders and drivers kept the network running.
The city of Agades occupied an important place in this Sahelian-Saharan network, as it was a hotbed of domestic opposition itself, fuelled by the malaise reigning in the town. Even though unemployment was rife, the minister of the interior banned local Nigériens from travelling to Algeria in search of work, for fear of Algerian interference. Discontent, exacerbated by bad administration, sometimes erupted into open demonstrations. The population was pressed to contribute substantial sums to party coffers, with vulnerable groups such as prostitutes coerced to make monthly payments. Youngsters were forced to participate in ‘psycho-political’ information meetings aimed at fighting Sawaba influence. Tax collection was harsh, while the social climate worsened as a result of arbitrary arrests, including Tuareg dignitaries.74

The city therefore constituted fertile ground for Sawaba’s agitation. Activists held numerous meetings both in the town and its vicinity, assembling Nigériens as well as local Algerians. They were in regular touch with Kokino and Bourgès in Tamanrasset. Arms smuggled into Niger from Algeria, besides Libya and Chad, were rumoured to be destined for the party. By the spring of 1963, French intelligence considered Agades a ‘sensitive zone’, as local Tuareg chiefs deposed by the government would have aligned with Sawaba. While it was feared that these Tuaregs might link up with their brethren across the border in Algeria, the French still thought that a Sawaba revolt by way of a Tuareg rebellion would risk the integrity of the Niger state and was therefore not considered by Sawaba as in its interests.75 Nevertheless, Sawaba did try to mobilise support in the country’s northern regions. By the end of 1963, less than a year before the invasion, the party sent a hardlined militant to Niger to assess the strength of the regime. Djibo Issa, an apprentice driver and mechanic from Dosso district in southern Niger and a contact of Louis Bourgès, flew to Algiers and then went on to Tamanrasset. From there, he drove by car to Niger, with uniforms and propaganda stuffed in his luggage. However, in In Abbe, his car apparently broke down and Issa tried to steal the Land Rover from a local European mechanic. When this failed, he was arrested.76

While Sawabists risked capture when infiltrating inside Niger, the reverse was the case in Algeria. One Niger intelligence report noted that Nigériens travelling on the route Algiers – In Salah – Tamanrasset were stopped, checked and shown the photograph of Djibo Bakary. If they did not recognise him, they were maltreated and sent back north.77 It is very possible that this was done by the Algerian authorities working in collusion with local Sawabists, fearing Nigérien/French espionage.

In addition, the party had training facilities in northern Algeria at its disposal (see below). One of Aboudlaye Mamani’s most important tasks was the reception of recruits. At times, the recruitment of guerrillas or commandos took place in Algeria itself. For example, probably somewhere in 1963 young unemployed Nigériens in Algiers, ready to leave for Agades, were seen to be enticed by Mamani to join up, while others asked of their own accord to be enlisted. While Mamani was saluted by these recruits and told those, who were willing to join up, to wait until there were places in the training camps, another group of 250 to 300 men was spotted, commanded by an Algerian.78 Although these men probably all came into the country through Tamanrasset, recruitment for Sawaba’s guerrilla force through the desert town may not have been more than marginal, its primary function lying in intelligence work.

As shown below, recruitment for the training sites usually took place in Mali or Ghana, where the cadres were vetted and processed. From there, they were dispatched to North Africa. Most cadres travelled by ship from the Ghanaian port of Takoradi to Casablanca, where they were welcomed by Ousmane Dan Galadima, temporarily based in Rabat.79 From there, they took the train to the Algerian frontier town of Marnia, the birth place of Ben Bella.80 Others went by plane from Bamako to Morocco, travelling on Malian passports81 or, more rarely, were recruited in Morocco while studying on a scholarship there.82 The Moroccan transit point was disrupted, however, with the outbreak of the Algero-Moroccan frontier war (1963). Thus, a party of trained recruits returning to Ghana got marooned in Morocco when Rabat refused to pay their return to Takoradi. Financial intercession by the Chinese embassy managed to break the deadlock.83 Mamani telephoned Galadima from Algiers during the war,84 probably to discuss its implications for recruitment. Some recruits then travelled by boat from Algiers to Marseille and on, directly to Ghana, avoiding Moroccan ports.85 Marseille appears to have been a regular transfer point linking Sawabists in Algeria with their comrades in West Africa. This was a dangerous point of the journey as the cadres were closely watched by French intelligence and occasionally searched and interrogated. There is evidence that intelligence gathered in this way was transmitted directly to the authorities in Niger.86

Sawaba’s training in Algeria consisted of different activities - military, political and technical, and took place at different locations. Military training and political education took place mainly at Marnia, a training site not just for Nigériens but for ‘toute l’Afrique combattante’.87 Hence, there were people from Angola, South Africa, Mozambique, Sáo Tomé, Cameroon and probably several other countries. Algeria at the time assembled revolutionaries from all over Africa, so that Sawabists in Marnia or Algiers met in person with people like Nelson Mandela, Che Guevara, Holden Roberto, Jonas Savimbi, Amilcar Cabral and Samora Machel.88 While most recruits were trained at Marnia, some may also have been instructed in Tiaret (like Marnia in the département of Oran), the Algerian “État Major” in Oran itself, and at a military training ground in the capital.89 Training at Marnia, of which Nigérien intelligence was aware,90 had a strong emphasis on military skills, although political formation was not forgotten. It involved mainly classical guerrilla tactics and included the handling of guns and other weapons, the construction of bombs, the use of hand grenades, the organisation of ambushes and the laying of mines.91 Recruits wore uniforms, very likely of the ALN, and received instruction from Algerian military of all ranks.92 Some claim, and there is evidence to this effect, that Sawaba’s recruits were temporarily integrated in Algeria’s armed forces, receiving army pay,93 subjected to the command of ALN officers and sometimes forced to serve as their domestics.94

Training was real and serious, extending from one month to nearly a year (for some possibly two years), with an average of four to five months.95 While limited in time, it included shooting practice and expeditions in the mountains.96 This contrasted with training in Nanking and the North Vietnamese camp of Son Tay,
The failure of the rebellion had considerable implications, both for Sawaba and Algero-Nigerien relations. When another attack on the regime, by way of an attempted assassination of Diori, Niger’s head of state, backfired in April 1965 the diplomatic context of Sawaba’s struggle deteriorated sharply. Niger’s regime sought closer ties with Northern Nigeria, improved its ties with Mali, Dahomey and Upper Volta, and with the help of its West African allies attempted to corner the regime of Ghana for its support to the revolt.

Then, in June 1965 Sawaba’s safe haven of Tamanrasset was the scene of another remarkable event. Barely seven years after French generals had met in the Algerian desert town to plan the eviction of the Sawaba government, President Diori came north to pay his first visit on Ben Bella. He confronted the Algerian leader with a memorandum containing details of Algeria’s support for Sawaba. Ben Bella, the FLN revolutionary, would have listened with a mixture of sincerity and irritation and promised to discontinue all military aid to Sawaba, though he refused to deprive its activists of political asylum. In the wake of this meeting, Ben Bella’s foreign minister, Abdelaziz Bouteflika, called in Abdoulaye Mamani, showing him a copy of Diori’s memorandum and telling him that support would henceforth be political rather than military.

This essentially conformed to the double-track policy the Algerians had pursued all along. It enabled them to cut their losses and continue their ties with the PPN, now that the overthrow of the government in Niamey had failed. A few days afterwards, however, Niger’s political situation was, once more, affected by a major transformation in Algeria. The hero of the Algerian revolution, Ben Bella, was himself toppled in an army coup. His successor, Boumédienne, desired to improve Algeria’s ties with other African states and let it be known that, from now on, Sawaba’s cadres also had to desist from political activity in return for their right of abode. Since all Sawabists, especially those who had been involved one way or the other in the rebellion, risked the vengeance of the PPN, those enjoying Algerian hospitality were constrained to stop their political work and maintain a low profile. Abdoulaye Mamani continued to live and work as a journalist in Algiers, while Djibo Bakary visited Algeria for a short stay in 1966. In 1974 both men returned to Niger after the coup d'état of Seyni Kountché – a decision that would land them in prison quickly afterwards.

In conclusion it can be said that, during the late 1950s and the larger part of the 1960s, Algerian and Nigerien politics were intricately connected. To some extent, this was caused by aspects peculiar to the character of the border region, which continued to affect the politics of the region in subsequent decades. The political geography of the Sahara, still marked by nomadic life styles, allowed and continues to allow for political loyalties irrespective of state boundaries and contrary to the concept of territorial sovereignty. Yet, the connections, incursions and infiltrations taking place between Algeria and Niger during the early 1960s were also part of the nature of Africa’s independence politics, which in its early stages was marked, notably in West Africa, by rather fluid geographical boundaries, uncertainty about the effective extent of state influence and, hence, experiments to assess one’s actual power. By the mid 1960s, African states had tested the extent of their control and, in some cases more than others, consolidated their positions.
Niger, however, was to remain precariously dependent on French benevolence for the duration of the PPN regime (1958–1974), while the French managed to consolidate their influence over the country. Algeria was unable to affect decisively this power calculus and, with Bounedjenné’s accession to power, moved closer to a definitive settlement of its relations with Niger. This also accommodated the interests of France, which in 1967 gave up control over its Algerian nuclear testing site, just north of Tamanrasset. This merely constituted a southwards shift of France’s strategic interests in the region, which became focused on the mining of uranium at the town of Arlit, to the north of Agades in northern Niger.

NOTES

1. Interesting insights in this can be gained from later autobiographies of French politicians and officials, such as Foccart, Meunier, Salan, and De Gaulle himself. See further below.


3. It was only commented on by journalists, the most detailed account being G. Chatfard, Les accidents secrets de l’Algérie libérée, vol. 2 (Paris: Calmann-Lévy 1965), pp. 269–332. Marked by inaccuracies, other accounts were affected by the Cold War and thus openly hostile to Sawaba. For an outline of these accounts, see K. van Walraven, Sawaba’s Rebellion in Niger (1964–1965): Narrative and Meaning, in J. Abbing, M. de Bruijn and K. van Walraven (eds.), Kryptonite Resistance: Revolt and Violence in African History (Leiden and Boston: Brill 2003), ch. 9.

4. This article is based on archival research and fieldwork, as input for a monograph on the rebellion. Interviews confirm Sawaba’s responsibility. Interview with Elhadj Illa Salifou, 28 October 2003. Interviews with Abdou Adam, Niamey, 31 January and 29 November 2003 respectively.

5. It was only commented on by journalists, the most detailed account being G. Chatfard, Les accidents secrets de l’Algérie libérée, vol. 2 (Paris: Calmann-Lévy 1965), pp. 269–332. Marked by inaccuracies, other accounts were affected by the Cold War and thus openly hostile to Sawaba. For an outline of these accounts, see K. van Walraven, Sawaba’s Rebellion in Niger (1964–1965): Narrative and Meaning, in J. Abbing, M. de Bruijn and K. van Walraven (eds.), Kryptonite Resistance: Revolt and Violence in African History (Leiden and Boston: Brill 2003), ch. 9.

6. A typical example of the latter would be Dandouna Aboubakar. Interviews with Ali Amadou and Abdou Adam, Niamey, 31 January and 29 November 2003 respectively.


13. Thus, the retrospective argument of some authors that Sawaba’s leader made a ‘tactical’ error by rejecting the Commonwealth idea is facile. See f.e. Charlick (note 5), pp. 50–51.


22. French intelligence reports of the period (military and of the ‘Service de documentation extérieure et de contre-espionage’ – SDECE) are littered with statements to that effect.

23. See also Djibo (note 2), p. 54.

24. Thus, the retrospective argument of some authors that Sawaba’s leader made a ‘tactical’ error by rejecting the Commonwealth idea is facile. See f.e. Charlick (note 5), pp. 50–51.

25. See also Djibo (note 2), p. 54.


29. The referendum as such falls outside the scope of this article. Suffice it to say that both French archives and memoirs of French politicians squarely belie the apologetic argument of Fogelstad (note 7) that the referendum and parliamentary elections of September–December 1958 were a fairly clean affair.
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57. See, for example, Maurice Espitalier, commissaire de police Maradi, to Chef des services de police Niamey, 5 January 1961, ANN, 86 MI 3 F 3.8; Note d'information, 20 June and 7 August 1961, ANN, 86 MI 3 F 3.10; Rapport Annuel Année 1964 - no. 436.8. Maradi, ANN, Fonds DAPA, Bull. Mens. de Renseignements Hebdomadaire, no 840, no 27, 29 juin - 5 juillet 1964, 1ère partie, 6, ANSHAT, 5 H 126.

44. The French, however, questioned the loyalty of the Hoggar Tuareg to the authorities in Algiers.

29. Interview with Sawabists in 2002-2003 point to maltreatment and torture, confirmed in archival sources. See, for example, Bulletin de Renseignements Hebdomadaire, no. 95, no. 4, 2ème partie, 20-26 Juin 1963, 1ère partie, 20, ANSHAT, 5 H 125 and no. 27, Secret, ANSOM, FM Aff. Pol. Cart. 2.252; Interview with Mounkaila Albagna, Niamey, 6 December 2003.

10. It was speculated that it could point to Algerians passing through Niger on their way to help the 'maquis' in Cameroon, referring to the rebellion of the 'Union des Populations du Cameroun' (UPC), by then at a low level of activity.
Sawaba, attacking the President Diouf: organisation of forces of police, nationalities, minorities, and armed forces in Notes of Information Concerning the Sawaba in liaison with Tamanrasset (1963), ANN, 86 MI 3 F 18.9 (note 53). While a friendly place for Sawaba, Tamanrasset, with an army contingent of thirty, was allegedly a hostile place for Europeans, who suffered confiscation of goods. See, for example, Letter of Chef de Circonscription d’Agadez to M. le Ministre de l’intérieur, 26 June 1963, ANN, 86 MI 3 F 18.9; Flèchard, Le PPN-RDA, Annex 10.
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71. Thus, Abdoulaye Mamani once undertook an infiltration mission from Tamanrasset and stayed in Gall for four days. See following note.


73. All this information was extracted by Niger’s Sûreté from the Nigérien Yahaya Silimane, who was interrogated by the police commissioner of Agadez in the course of his visit to Tamanrasset. See ibid.
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78. In Nanking elbow protection gear would have been used at shooting practice and recruits were banned carrying arms. Ibid. and text of interrogation of Hassane Djibo, in Martinetti Hoblo, 14 May 1965.

79. For some time, Morocco was part of the left-leaning ‘Casablanca bloc’ of countries, which accounts for the hospitality given to militant nationalists from Niger. For several years, Morocco was also one of the countries where young Nigériens (usually dispatched by Sawaba) were enrolled in institutions for the hospitality given to militant nationalists from Niger. For several years, Morocco was also one of the countries where young Nigériens (usually dispatched by Sawaba) were enrolled in institutions such as sub-machine guns, ‘PA’s, grenades and various sorts of rifles. See, for example, text of interrogation of Hassane Djibo, in Martinetti Hoblo, 14 May 1965.
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